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Death by Chair: How to Avoid the 

Sitting Disease 

You’ve heard it, you know it – You’ve got to move it and you 

should do it most every day. Yet did you know new studies 

now show that a once-a-day exercise routine isn’t enough to 

make up for the risks of our new sitting-based lifestyles? 

Wait, what? – Working out once a day is not enough? Desk 

jockeys, commuters – all of us are a bit perplexed.  

Did you know? 

 According to the Mayo Clinic, 50 to 70 percent of people 

spend six or more hours sitting per day, and 20 to 35 

percent spend four or more hours a day watching TV. 

 A 2015 study published in the Annals of Internal Medicine 

found that when controlled for other factors, including 

overall amounts of exercise, long periods of sitting brings 

increased levels of cardiovascular disease, type 2 

diabetes and cancer. 

 Integrated movement can trigger important metabolic 

processes that have wide reaching impact on overall 

health and wellbeing. 

You’ll stand up for this interactive session while you gain 

awareness of the effects of a sitting-based lifestyle and what 

it does to our bodies and minds alike. Yep, you’ll not only 

stand up, you will join in the fun of simple movements and 

techniques which will bring more energy and wellness into 

your daily life. 

Everyone will take home handy and practical tools including 

a series of movements you can bring into your everyday life 

plus a top tips for travel guide to take commuting to a whole 

new healthier level. 

Are you ready to add high powered, PEAK Living years to 

your life? You’ll be jumpin’ out of your seat after joining this 

session! 

 

With over 20 years invested 

in a corporate career and a 

decade of formal movement 

and nutrition training, I offer 

a unique perspective on inte-

grated wellness that fits into 

the fast paced, high-demand 

world of modern living.  

I have presented for a wide 

range of clients including 

Google, Workday, Microsoft, 

SBA (Small Business Associa-

tion), SBDC (Small Business 

Development Corp), SCORE 

(Service Corps of Retired Ex-

ecutives), and numerous 

Chambers of Commerce 

throughout Northern and 

Central CA, Nevada, and the 

Pacific Northwest. 

To Schedule or for More Information:  karen@karensrice.com  www.karensrice.com 


